With the official Tour de France® Training Bike you
get the experience of riding outside without leaving
the comfort of your own home.
You draw the route – anywhere in the world – and
iFit Live™ Technology Powered by Google Maps™
automatically downloads the map to your console.
What you see is exactly what you feel – every hill,
every flat and every decline.

IT DOES WHAT THE STREET DOES
Introducing incline and decline that matches the
street! Now, you can experience any route around
the world and Le Tour de France Indoor Cycle
automatically adjusts the incline and decline to
simulate the terrain! No matter the route, no matter
the map, your bike moves to follow the road.

-20 / +20% DIGITAL
INCLINE & DECLINE
CONTROLS
RIDE ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
WITH GOOGLE MAPS
iFIT LIVE TECHNOLOGY
With the iFit Live™ Technology Powered by Google Maps™ you can
ride anywhere in the world! Choose from 24 pre-mapped courses or
create your own. Ride over the Passage du Gois or climb the hills of
Mont des Alouettes in France. Now you can experience
these same trails and more on this Indoor Cycle.
Google™ and Google Maps™ are registered trademarks of Google™, Inc.

INTELLIGENT WIND RESISTANCE
FOR A MORE PERSONALIZED
EXPERIENCE
Intelligent Wind Resistance automatically adjusts the
resistance of your bike based on your wind profile. Our smart
technology calculates your height and weight to apply the
natural resistance you would get out on the road. A climb in
your basement is exactly like a climb outside.

WHAT THE PROS
ARE SAYING
"The "Tour De France Trainer" is
incredible because it has a very
realistic road feel. In over 20 years of
riding trainers, I've never ridden
anything even close. My favorite
features are the Google Maps iPhone
application, and that the bike actually rotates up or down based on uphills and downhills.
The "Tour De France Trainer" is by far the closest stationary bicycle to the road
I've ever experienced! Five stars!"

-LEWIS ELLIOT

PRO IRONMAN TRIATHLETE
PROMER US NATIONAL TEAM CYCLIST

iFit.com membership for one year, providing the ability to “draw your own”
cycling route anywhere in the world there’s a Google Map™
Power meter in watts
RPM meter
24 gears, with digital control
Console displays watts, speed, time, gear, rpm, heart rate, percent
incline/decline, distance and calories
10 pre-drawn Google Maps™ courses of the 2011 Tour de France
9 exercise bike workout apps and 5 indoor cycle class workouts
Polar® wireless chest pulse compatible (receiver included and
chest strap sold separately)
Freewheel to more accurately simulate road bike experience
Two-way pedals with SPD-compatible clipless pedals on one side
and toe cages on the other
Compatible Music Port for iPod® and built-in speaker
Multiple position adjustable handlebars
Included seat has three-way seat adjustment:
up and down, front to back and tilt
Standard seat mount to use owner’s
seat if preferred

CONTACT FREEMOTION FITNESS
TOLL FREE: 877-363-8449 OR (+1) 435-786-2900
WWW.FREEMOTIONFITNESS.COM

